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Available at Imagenius
www.imagenius.co.za

MUSICAL DRUMMER ROBOT
PF FLYERS GLIDE

ADIDAS WATCH
Style: Peachtree SLV NEG 

www.adidas.com/originalswatches

LEICA C-LUX 3
Leica photographers have always attracted 
admiring glances. The ultra fashionable Leica 
C-Lux 3 will get even more attention. No other 
Leica is as small, slim and elegant. It is available 
in either black or white slim line metal – both in 
a high gloss finish. This ultra-compact camera 
is sure to earn a smile. And the Leica C-Lux 3 
does a wonderful job of capturing those smiles. 
The powerful lens, the intelligent automatic mode 
and the simple operation make it easy to take 
successful spontaneous pictures. 

Available at Cameraland
www.leica-camera.com

one small seedone small seed� �

These Italian quilted tekkies are classic Reissue Hi-Tops from 
PF Flyers, gem of the original American sneaker brands. First 
produced in 1937, and venerated for its original Posture 
Foundation ‘PF’ insole technology, by the sixties PF Flyers was 
one of the largest sneaker brands in America. Women could buy 
dresses made to match their PFs and for men, PF was standard 
issue in the US Army. The sneakers were renowned for helping 
you ‘run faster and jump higher’. Now made by New Balance, 
PF continues to define classic casual style in authentic reissues 
and evolved silhouettes. And in ‘Pure ‘70s Action’ gold and 
black, these PFs can razzle up any old pair of faded, tumble-
dryer-shrunk jeans and t-shirt when you wanna get down to 
those dancefloor killers.

Available at Poppa Trunk’s

TIVOLI AUDIO: PAL
The Portable Audio Library, (PAL), AM/FM radio sets 
a new standard in portable audio by Tivoli: hi-fidelity 
sound, great reception, compact design and an 
affordable price. It’s brightly coloured, weather resistant 
and iPod compatibile. Its built-in NiMH battery delivers 
16 hours of playback and recharges when it’s plugged 
in. Super convenient, super cute and arguably the finest 
sound and reception possible from a portable radio. 
What a pal.

Available at Caldis Sound and Furniture
www.tivoliaudio.com

ADIDAS SUNGLASSES
Style: Delhi

www.adidas.com/originalseyewear

EASY COFFEE TABLE WITH MAGNETIC 
CORK TOP IN SAND
by Easy Now @ Dokter and Misses
www.dokterandmisses.com



These leather-clad beauties by Nixon will ooze sex 
appeal to any audiophile. The large earpieces, 40mm 
driver and 101-decibel sensitivity ensure loud, clear 
surround sound. The padded headpiece, memory foam 
ear cushions, ball and socket joints and collapsible ear 
cans mean these headphones are sturdy, flexible and 
mould comfortably to the head. The built-in volume 
knob on the right ear and the detachable cable are über 
convenient. Throw in a microphone, a custom moulded 
carry case and iPhone compatibility for good luck, and 
you might just start planning your next road trip. Sexy, 
practical, flexible and efficient – the Nomadic sounds like 
the perfect travel companion.

www.nixonnow.com

NIXON: THE NOMADIC
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From her earliest portraits of musicians like Kurt 
Cobain, Liam Gallagher and Jarvis Cocker to 
more recent paintings featuring friends and figures 
from the worlds of art, fashion, cinema and 
politics, Elizabeth Peyton’s body of work presents a 
chronicle of America at the end of the last century. 
A painter of modern life, Peyton’s small, jewel-like 
portraits are also intensely empathetic, intimate 
and even personal. Elizabeth Peyton’s Live Forever 
is a retrospective of the artist’s major works and a 
catalogue of the exhibition held under the same title 
at the New Museum in New York from last October 
until January this year. It includes a large selection 
of artworks, photographs and ephemera as well as 
essays on the artist. Together, her works capture an 
artistic zeitgeist that reflects the cultural climate of 
the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries. 
This beautiful, large hard-covered volume offers a 
visual biography of the artist and at the same time 
creates a snapshot of the popular culture of the 
past decade.

Phaidon

ELIZABETH PEYTON: LIVE FOREVER
BY LAURA HOPTMAN, IWONA BLAZWICK, JOHN GIORNO

one small seedone small seed� �

These open-toed, blueberry-scented, periwinkle blue 
plastic shoes are perfect for a teddybears’ picnic or a 
frolic in the summer sun should you feel so inclined. They 
remind me of pink party dresses and cupcakes covered 
in hundreds and thousands, pigtails and ribbons and 
pass-the-parcel. So, if you’re having one of those days… 
 
by Melissa
Available at Imagenius
www.imagenius.co.za

TINKERBELL SHOES

by Liam Mooney
Available at Whatiftheworld
www.whatiftheworld.com

ARC LAMP

RAYBAN SUNGLASSES
Style: red and black

Available at Sunglass Hut
www.sunglasshut.co.za

EASY CHAIR WITH MAGNETIC CORK 
CUSHION IN SAND
by Easy Now @ Dokter and Misses
www.dokterandmisses.com

The Hydrocar is a futuristic educational car that contains one of the most 
exciting and advanced technologies of the 21st century. This car operates 
on 100% clean fuel produced by a reversible fuel cell that converts water 
to hydrogen using energy captured from the sun.

Available at the green shop at 210 Long Street
www.thegreenshop.co.za

HYDRO-CAR 


